Introduction
In this paper, we present our current study on the design of a virtual agent able to express sentences in Sign Language (SL), so-called 'Virtual Signer', in the context of interactive web-based applications.
Up now, little work has been carried out on web-based virtual signers. As for current research on virtual signers in standalone applications, it relies on two main approaches: Pre-synthesized animations based on motion capture [1] or rotoscoping [2] , and generated animations [3] , with very little interactivity. Our aim is to provide the virtual signer with richer interacting capabilities with the data contained in the web page.
DIVA, a Web 2.0 platform integrating virtual agents 3 Issues for dynamic generation of SL sentences
Sign language is a visual and gestural language. A SL utterance is composed of a sequence of gestural units involving the upper body, the arms and hands, the head, face and gaze. All these elements are articulated in the space located in front of the signer, so-called 'signing space'. Signs have variable realizations, highly depending on the context [4] . Thus, SL utterance synthesis implies to design specific spatiotemporal grammar rules [5] . Moreover, the coarticulation process influences both manual and non-manual features. This phenomenon is a complex process [6] that has not yet been modeled accurately so far.
In the context of the DIVA platform and its animation engine, we manage the generation of the SL utterances as follow: A SL utterance is built by concatenation of signs. Each sign is displayed as a predefined animation, built using rotoscoping, allowing a good realistic rendering. For all the signs the realization of which varies regarding to the context (e.g. pointing), we predefine several realizations (e.g. six for pointing); note that their combinatory is limited because we restrict to contextdependent utterances. For the coarticulation sign animations, we use one or more intermediary postures (chosen dynamically, according to the context): typically, hands are in front of the chest for signs.
Conclusion and perspectives
At this moment, the implementation on the DIVA framework of a first SL page has been done, and our first prototype can be accessed at the DIVA SL Web page [7] . In a preliminary qualitative evaluation by a deaf person, animations are considered fluid, and intermediate postures do not disturb the clear understanding of the SL utterances. The actual evaluation with deaf subjects is currently in progress.
In further work, we will carry out three actions: first, include SL grammar processing in order to enhance the SL linguistic capabilities of the platform; then, develop a larger sign library; and finally, develop an e-learning platform for SL, in order to validate the Web-based approach to SL animation on a larger scale.
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